Means for the gender experiment appear in Table 1.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\hline
  & means  \\
  \hline
  f & 18.67  \\
  m & 34.33  \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Means for gender experiment}
\end{table}

We can display the result of an \texttt{R} command in the actual text too. Here is the mean age of female subjects from the \texttt{gender.txt} dataset: 18.667.

Now let’s display a nice barplot of the result in Figure 1. We can also use our new error bar function for a barplot, as in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Visualizing the gender experiment

Figure 2: Error bars the gender experiment